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ABSTRACT: This research begins the process of creating an ensemble-based forecast system for smoke aerosols gener-
ated from wildfires using a modified version of the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) Warn-on-Forecast System
(WoFS). The existing WoFS has proven effective in generating short-term (0–3 h) probabilistic forecasts of high-impact
weather events such as storm rotation, hail, severe winds, and heavy rainfall. However, it does not include any information
on large smoke plumes generated from wildfires that impact air quality and the surrounding environment. The prototype
WoFS-Smoke system is based on the deterministic High-Resolution Rapid Refresh-Smoke (HRRR-Smoke) model.
HRRR-Smoke runs over a continental United States (CONUS) domain with a 3-km horizontal grid spacing, with hourly
forecasts out to 48 h. The smoke plume injection algorithm in HRRR-Smoke is integrated into the WoFS forming WOFS-
Smoke so that the advantages of the rapidly cycling, ensemble-based WoFS can be used to generate short-term (0–3 h)
probabilistic forecasts of smoke. WoFS-Smoke forecasts from three wildfire cases during 2020 show that the system gener-
ates a realistic representation of wildfire smoke when compared against satellite observations. Comparison of smoke fore-
casts with radar data show that forecast smoke reaches higher levels than radar-detected debris, but exceptions to this are
noted. The radiative effect of smoke on surface temperature forecasts is evident, which reduces forecast errors compared
to experiments that do not include smoke.
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1. Introduction

During the summer and fall of 2020, dozens of lives were
lost in association with wildfires occurring in the western
United States. These fires also destroyed thousands of homes
and businesses while burning millions of acres of land. These
fires also led to record low air quality levels being recorded
over much of this region. Lofted debris, ash, and smoke from
intense wildfires can reach well into the mid and upper tropo-
sphere (e.g., Lareau et al. 2018) and smoke aerosols may per-
sist in the atmosphere for many days before deposition occurs
or they break down chemically (e.g., Pope et al. 2002). Pyro-
cumulus (pyroCu) and pyro-cumulonimbus (pyroCb) can be
formed by buoyant updrafts generated by the extreme heat,
evaporated moisture from burning biomass, and smoke aero-
sols acting as cloud condensation nuclei (e.g., Potter 2012;
Lindsey et al. 2010; Peterson et al. 2015, 2017; Fromm et al.
2006, 2010, 2016). Furthermore, smoke and debris in the at-
mosphere downstream of the fire can block solar radiation
reaching the surface reducing temperature. (Robock 1988;
1991). These changes to the atmospheric state can even com-
bine to enable the development of severe weather, lightning,
and brief tornadoes (e.g., Reader et al. 2009; Coen et al. 2013;

Peace et al. 2015; Lareau and Clements 2016; McRae et al.
2013). The rapidly evolving nature of wildfires is one of many
reasons that makes forecasting these conditions difficult, but
recent advances in wildfire observations and numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models have begun to make pro-
gress in this endeavor.

The tracking of smoke and its effect on the surrounding
environment represents an important area of research in both
global and convection allowing NWP systems. Convection
allowing models (CAMs) generally focus on resolving and
forecasting specific convective features. Accurate short-term
(0–3 h) forecasting of smoke produced by individual wildfires
and its impact on the environment requires a system with sim-
ilar capabilities. Smoke associated with these fires varies on
the same spatial and temporal scales as those for convection.
Only CAMs are run at the grid spacing (,3 km) required to
resolve the many smoke–atmosphere interactions that occur.
One example of a CAM that meets these requirements is the
High-Resolution Rapid Refresh with smoke (HRRR-Smoke;
https://rapidrefresh.noaa.gov/hrrr/HRRRsmoke/). This system
generates 0–48-h forecasts of smoke aerosol concentrations
produced by wildfires using an hourly cycling data assimilation
system with a 3-km grid spacing (Benjamin et al. 2016). Smoke
aerosols are defined as the particulate mass of particles
smaller than 2.5 mm in median diameter (PM2.5). HRRR-
Smoke ingests fire radiative power (FRP) information from
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polar orbiting satellite sensors such as Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Visible Infrared
Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) initiate smoke aerosols
within the model (Freitas et al. 2007; Ahmadov et al. 2017).
Smoke aerosols are allowed to evolve during the forecast
period with feedback between the model radiation scheme
and the smoke aerosols is allowed. However, full coupling
with cloud microphysics schemes has not yet been imple-
mented in this system (e.g., Grell et al. 2005; Thompson and
Eidhammer 2014). HRRR-Smoke has recently (late 2020)
been declared operational as part of HRRRv4, and deter-
ministic forecasts of 3D smoke aerosol concentrations along
with surface visibility are currently being generated.

HRRR-Smoke is a deterministic forecast system and little
research into short-term probabilistic forecasts of these phe-
nomena using ensemble-based NWP techniques has occurred.
A deterministic system such as HRRR-Smoke only has the
ability to generate a single forecast from a particular initializa-
tion time; thus, it has a limited ability to account for the many
potential uncertainties in both the observations and the model
itself. One solution to this issue to generate probabilistic fore-
casts from an ensemble so that the forecast spread can be vi-
sualized. This work adapts the National Severe Storms
Laboratory (NSSL) Warn-on-Forecast System (WoFS) to
generate probabilistic forecasts of smoke aerosol concentra-
tions forming a system hereafter defined as WoFS-Smoke.
The WoFS is a rapid cycling ensemble data assimilation and
forecasting system that runs daily over a region centered
around an area of expected high impact weather (Stensrud
et al. 2009, 2013; Wheatley et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2016). The
WoFS assimilates conventional, radar, and satellite data
within a given domain at 15-min intervals to continually up-
date the model analysis to account for a rapidly evolving envi-
ronment. This system has proven successful in generating
skillful short-term (0–3 h) probabilistic forecasts of high im-
pact weather in a real-time forecasting environment (Skinner
et al. 2018; Yussouf and Knopfmeier 2019). Similar successes
should be attainable with short term forecasts of smoke aero-
sol content and corresponding atmospheric impacts.

The prototype WoFS-Smoke is based on the WoFS used
during real-time test bed activities in 2020 and 2021, but with
several modifications to enable a smoke forecasting ability.
First, the full HRRR-Smoke smoke aerosol tracking function-
ality is added to WoFS, which includes the 3D prognostic
smoke aerosol mixing ratio variable. Second, smoke aerosol
analyses from archived HRRR-Smoke runs for each case are
used to initialize the WoFS initial conditions. Third, FRP re-
trievals are ingested at hourly intervals in WoFS-Smoke to
initialize and update smoke aerosols during the cycling pe-
riod. Finally, probabilistic forecast products of smoke aerosol
concentrations are developed for display and verification. The
goal is to determine if the WoFS-Smoke can generate realistic
forecasts of smoke from qualitative comparisons with satellite
and radar observations and quantitative comparisons with
surface temperature observations. This is accomplished by
testing the system on 3 wildfire cases occurring over the west-
ern United States during the summer and fall of 2020. Cases
from Arizona (AZ), California (CA), and Colorado (CO) are

utilized to provide some geographic diversity when assessing
forecast characteristics (Fig. 1). While all of these cases are
multiday events, this research will primarily focus on shorter
term characteristics during a single afternoon.

Following the introduction, section 2 describes satellite and
radar observations of smoke and debris generated from wild-
fires. Section 3 describes the prototype WoFS-Smoke system
and the required changes to transform WoFS into WoFS-
Smoke. Model output is compared with satellite and radar ob-
servations in section 4 for each wildfire case and finally con-
clusions follow in section 5.

2. Observations

a. Satellite

Both individual wildfires and the aerosols they inject into
the atmosphere are detectable from polar orbiting and geosta-
tionary weather satellites. Smoke aerosols lofted into the at-
mosphere absorb and scatter solar and thermal radiation, and
are detectable from satellites using visible and infrared bands
(e.g., Coakley et al. 1983; Kaufman et al. 1997; Remer et al.
2005; Liu et al. 2003). Smoke aerosols are often present in the
vicinity of clouds and pyroCu and retrieving accurate aerosol
characteristics in these conditions is very difficult (e.g., Zhang
et al. 2005; Koren et al. 2007).

Wildfires generate intense subpixel heat anomalies which
are detectable as elevated brightness temperatures from the
shortwave 3.9-mm channel (Dozier 1981; Weaver et al. 1995,
2004). Automated detection algorithms have been developed
which use this channel along with visible (0.64 mm) and infra-
red longwave (11.2 mm) channels to generate a product often
labeled as “hotspot” detections (Prins and Menzel 1992, 1994;
Prins et al. 1998; Csiszar et al. 2014; Giglio et al. 2016, 2018).
These algorithms use statistical methods to determine the lo-
cation of “hot” pixels and then screen these pixels to remove
potential false or misleading detections. Retrieved products
may include FRP, fire size (FS), and fire temperature (FT).
For polar orbiting sensors, the horizontal resolution can be
less than 1 km, but with a low temporal frequency. Retrievals
using the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) on board the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite Series-R
(GOES)-R satellites are generated at a 2-km horizontal reso-
lution at 5-min intervals, enabling the rapid evolution of fast
moving fires to be measured. FRP can be directly related to
the amount of burned material, which in turn is related to the
amount of PM2.5 injected into the atmosphere (Kaufman et al.
1998a,b; Wooster et al. 2005; Roberts et al. 2005). These prod-
ucts are used to initialize wildfires and smoke into HRRR-
Smoke using the methods described in the following section.

The challenges of wildfire detection from satellites are evi-
dent from the hotspot retrievals for each of these cases
(Fig. 1). For the period between 1500 and 0100 UTC, all re-
trievals from the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership
(SNPP), NOAA-20, Aqua, Terra, and GOES satellites are
plotted along with the total FRP from each retrieval for 5-min
intervals. For the Bush fire in AZ, the crescent shape of the
fire at this time can be seen from all satellites with GOES-17
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retrievals indicating an increase in fire intensity after 1900
UTC and a second, larger, increase after 2330 UTC. (Fig. 1a).
The total FRP aggregated and number of retrievals from
GOES-17 over the entire 1500–0100 period are provided in
Table 1. The higher spatial resolution (,1 km) of the VIIRS
and MODIS retrievals is also apparent showing fine details of
the overall wildfire structure. However, retrievals from VIIRS
and MODIS instruments on board the polar-orbiting satellites
are confined to the overpass times between 1845 and 2045
UTC, with no temporal trends being evident. The current
(2021) version of HRRR-Smoke as well as the prototype
WoFS-Smoke described here only utilize the VIIRS and
MODIS retrievals, limiting the potential short-term forecast

skill of smoke when wildfires initiate well before or after these
overpasses.

In the case of the Loyalton fire in CA, temporal trends in fire
intensity are also evident (Fig. 1b). Retrievals from the MODIS

FIG. 1. (left) Fire perimeters associated with the three wildfire days being studied in this research (https://www.nifc.
gov). Ongoing fires during these periods are labeled and shaded in red. Overlaid are hotspot retrievals between 1500
and 0100 UTC from the Terra,Aqua, SNPP,NOAA-20, and GOES satellites. GOES retrievals are plotted at their na-
tive resolution of 2 km, with data from the other sensors having a finer resolution. (right) The sum of FRP for all re-
trievals within a 5-min window from each satellite in this domain over the same time period.

TABLE 1. Total number of GOES-16 or GOES-17 FRP
retrievals between 1500 and 0100 UTC for each case along with
the aggregated FRP over this time period.

Case Satellite No. Total FRP (3106 GW)

16 Jun 2020 GOES-17 1580 1.40
15 Aug 2020 GOES-17 585 0.55
10 Oct 2020 GOES-16 2280 0.83
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instrument on board the Terra satellite and VIIRS on board
the Aqua satellite are only present at the extreme southwest
edge of the fire near the origin at 1915 and 2030 UTC, but the
intensity increases substantially by 2115 UTC during the
SNPP overpass (Fig. 1b). Corresponding GOES-17 data indi-
cates an overall increase in fire coverage up to 2300 UTC
before rapidly decreasing thereafter. The time series of
GOES-17 retrievals also shows several dips in FRP values,
which are likely due to pyroCu obscuring portions of the fire
during these periods. Clouds could also be blocking the some
of the MODIS and VIIRS retrievals at 1915 and 2030 UTC.
Overall, the aggregate FRP and number of retrievals for this
case is substantially smaller compared to the Bush fire, with
the exception of the SNPP retrievals at 2115 UTC (Table 1).
Two separate fires are ongoing on 14 October with the largest
being the existing Cameron Peak fire and the rapidly develop-
ing East Troublesome fire to the southwest (Fig. 1c). For the
Cameron Peak fire, GOES-16, VIIRS, and MODIS retrievals
are generally collocated, though a few VIIRS and MODIS re-
trievals are present in the East Troublesome fire (Fig. 1c).
VIIRS retrievals from the SNPP satellite are present at both
1915 and 2045 UTC, which is a result of the fire being on
the edge of two consecutive overpasses. GOES-16 retriev-
als indicate an increase in fire intensity between 1500 and
1900 UTC. The jump after 2200 UTC is due to the inclusion
of those from the East Troublesome fire. This case gener-
ated the largest number of retrievals, but the overall aggre-
gated FRP is not as great as observed for the Bush fire
(Table 1). The strengths and weaknesses of retrievals from
polar orbiting versus geostationary satellites are evident in
each case, and will have important implications to the
WoFS-Smoke forecasts described in section 4.

b. Weather radar

Ash and debris lofted into the atmosphere from wildfires
are also detectable from weather radars such as the WSR-
88D Doppler radar (e.g., Banta et al. 1992; Melnikov et al.
2009; Jones and Christopher 2009, 2010a,b; Zrnić et al. 2020).
Ash, leaves, pine needles, grass, and man-made objects can all
be lofted deep into the atmosphere by buoyant updrafts pro-
duced by intense wildfires along with the large amounts of
smoke aerosols they generate. Debris are often large enough
(diameter. 100 mm) to be detectable from precipitation radars
whereas smoke aerosols themselves are not (diameter ∼ 1 mm).
Several studies have analyzed the characteristics of debris
plumes from radars (including polarimetric radars) and have
determined they generate unique characteristics when com-
pared to sampling precipitation (Melnikov et al. 2009; Jones
et al. 2009; Zrnić et al. 2020). It has been found that ash and
debris are highly nonspherical in nature, unlike raindrops;
thus, return low correlation coefficient (RhoHV) values
(RhoHV , 0.5). Positive differential reflectivity (ZDR) is also
usually observed, indicating that much of the ash and debris
is horizontally oriented though vertically oriented debris
(ZDR , 0) have been noted within strong updrafts. Ash and
debris have been observed being injected into the atmosphere
in excess of 10 km above the surface and more than 100 km

downstream of the fire (e.g., Jones and Christopher 2009,
2010a,b; Lareau et al. 2018). Given that smoke particles are
both smaller and lighter, the radar measurements of debris
likely represent a lower bound for the coverage of smoke.
While it is important to emphasize the smoke and debris are
very different objects, their collocation allows radar data to
provide information not possible from passive satellite sensors
such as ABI, VIIRS, and MODIS. The radar observations
provide high spatial and temporal resolution of the vertical
profile of debris concentration that can be directly related to
smoke concentrations. This vertical information can then be
used as verification for NWP models and eventually as inputs
to improve the 3D analysis of smoke within the model.

For this work, reflectivity, ZDR, and RhoHV from individ-
ual radars are combined into a 3D gridded product using the
Warning Decision Support System–Integrated Information
(WDSS-II) software (Lakshmanan et al. 2007). This product
is known as Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) product and
is generated in real time. Two sets of MRMS data are created
for this work. The first mimics the operational configuration
while the second turns off several quality control algorithms
designed to remove nonprecipitation returns from the data.
Data created using the operational configuration are used to
generate the reflectivity and radial velocity observations
needed for assimilation. Currently, no radar data associated
with the wildfires are assimilated into the system. The existing
radar forward operators are unable to translate nonprecipita-
tion radar returns into the appropriate model variables. The
less quality controlled MRMS products that retain ash and de-
bris information are only used for verification of modeled
smoke injection heights and coverage.

3. WoFS-Smoke design

a. Baseline configuration

TheWoFS is an ensemble-based data assimilation and fore-
casting system designed to generate frequent probabilistic
forecasts of high impact weather events (Wheatley et al. 2015;
Jones et al. 2016, Skinner et al. 2018; Yussouf and Knopfmeier
2019). The 2020–21 configuration of the system utilizes a re-
gional domain approximately 900 km 3 900 km in size cen-
tered around the area where high impact weather is expected
for a particular day. The system is initialized in the midmorn-
ing from analyses and forecasts provided by 36-member
HRRR ensemble system currently operated by the Global
Systems Laboratory (GSL; Alexander et al. 2018). WoFS con-
tains 36 ensemble members and is initialized at 1500 UTC us-
ing 1-h HRRR ensemble forecasts from 1400 UTC. Hourly
boundary conditions are provided by 24-h HRRR ensemble
forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC. Horizontal grid spacing for
both HRRR and the WoFS is 3 km with 51 vertical levels and
a model top of ∼20 hPa.

Available data are assimilated at 15-min intervals for the du-
ration of each case using the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)
approach combined with the Community Gridpoint Statistical
Interpolation (GSI) software, which contains the necessary
forward operators (Whitaker et al. 2008; Kleist et al. 2009;
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Hu et al. 2016). The WoFS uses the Advanced Weather
Research and Forecasting model (WRF-ARW) version 3.9.1,
similar to the version used by GSL for the HRRR ensemble
(Skamarock et al. 2008; Powers et al. 2017). The system can
assimilate conventional, radar reflectivity, radial velocity,
GOES-R cloud water path (CWP), and/or GOES-R all-sky
water vapor channel radiances (Wheatley et al. 2015; Jones
et al. 2016, 2020). Some observation types may not be assimi-
lated in practice due to data availability and/or relevance to
case-specific atmospheric conditions. Ensemble spread is
maintained by applying different sets of model boundary layer
physics and radiation schemes to each member (Stensrud et al.
2000; Wheatley et al. 2015; Skinner et al. 2018) and adding
prior adaptive inflation during each update cycle (Anderson
2009). An outlier threshold of 3.25 standard deviations from
the mean is applied to all observation types. Observation local-
ization uses the Gaspari and Cohn (1999) technique with dif-
ferent localization radii being applied for each observation
type. See Table 1 in Jones et al. (2020) for specific values.

b. Changes required for WoFS-Smoke

Several changes to the baseline WoFS configuration are re-
quired to create WoFS-Smoke. HRRR-Smoke uses a subset
of the WRF-Chem model (Skamarock et al. 2008; Grell et al.
2005) tuned for smoke aerosol tracking while other aerosol
types are not considered. Smoke aerosols are assumed to be
generated solely from wildfires and no chemical interactions
are included. The smoke tracking component of HRRR-
Smoke is added to WoFS-Smoke and activated for these ex-
periments. To initialize each ensemble member, the smoke
from the 1500 UTCHRRR-Smoke analysis file is interpolated
to the WoFS grid. To foster model spread for smoke in the
initial conditions, noise based on a random Gaussian distribu-
tion of 610% is applied. At hourly intervals during the cy-
cling period, FRP data from MODIS and VIIRS are
integrated into the analysis using the technique developed for
HRRR-Smoke. In summary, raw FRP retrievals from the
VIIRS instrument on board the SNPP and NOAA-20 satel-
lites and the MODIS instrument on board the Terra and
Aqua satellites are mapped onto the 3-km HRRR grid with
simulated biomass burning emissions calculated at each grid
point using parameterization schemes developed by Freitas
et al. (2007). Legacy hotspots from previous retrievals are re-
tained for 24 h, with fire intensity set to decrease as a function
of age. If a new retrieval occurs at same the location of an ex-
isting retrieval, the new data overwrites the previous data and
the age is set back to zero. If no valid retrievals exist within a
3-km grid point due to either no fire being present or clouds
masking the fire, then plume rise scheme is not applied. Map-
ping the retrievals to a 3-km grid also means that small, but
intense fires observed in the raw VIIRS and MODIS data
may be underestimated in the observations used by the
model. Plume rise is estimated using a 1D entrainment plume
parameterization scheme that ingests model data (tempera-
ture, moisture, horizontal and vertical velocity, cloud hydro-
meteor variables, and land surface conditions) at each model
grid point. Using the land surface conditions, fires at each grid

point are classified as either forest, woody savanna, or grass-
land types. Land surface classifications are used to adjust FRP
satellite retrievals to estimate convective energy flux (CEF).
CEF is then used to calculate parcel buoyancy flux (BF) using
Eq. (1), where g 5 acceleration due to gravity, pe 5 ambient
surface pressure, Cp 5 specific heat at a constant pressure,
R 5 ideal gas constant, and r 5 plume radius calculated from
the retrieved FS (Viegas 1998):

BF 5
gR
Cppe

CEFr2: (1)

An estimate of vertical velocity is calculated, using BF
while accounting for additional latent heat release from con-
densed moisture and entrainment of the preexisting environ-
ment into the buoyant parcel. The maximum injection height
is set to the model level in which the vertical velocity of this
parcel decreases to less than 1 m s21. Injection height parame-
ters are transferred back to the NWP model (e.g., WRF),
which uses this information to release aerosols into the model
analysis. Injection height uncertainties are generally less than
61 km for a particular grid point (Freitas et al. 2006, 2007).
For wildfires that have large gridpoint to gridpoint variations
in size and intensity, multiple injection heights may be associ-
ated with an individual fire resulting in a complex vertical
distribution of aerosols at the analysis time. After being re-
leased, aerosols are allowed to interact with the surrounding
atmosphere once a forecast has started. As forecast time in-
creases, aerosols continue to disperse as they advect farther
from the source region and can fall out of the atmosphere en-
tirely. This system assumes that the buoyant updraft calcu-
lated within the 1D plume rise scheme does not directly
modify the atmospheric conditions in WRF. While this was
found to be an adequate assumption for low-resolution mod-
els, it may not be completely adequate for convection allow-
ing models.

This method has proven effective in providing skillful
HRRR-Smoke forecasts, but several uncertainties are pre-
sent. For example, uncertainties in the FRP retrievals, injec-
tion height assumptions, and the overall atmospheric
conditions cannot be assessed. Since WoFS-Smoke is an en-
semble, it is possible to integrate these uncertainties into the
system to determine their overall impact to the forecast. A
random 30% uncertainty value is applied to the FRP retriev-
als ingested into each ensemble member. This has the effect
of allowing for different smoke injection heights and amounts
from member to member while keeping overall values within
the realm of realistic expectations.

For this proof-of-concept configuration, smoke is set to
zero in the boundary conditions. Future versions will derive
this information from operational HRRR-Smoke forecasts.
At the bottom of each hour during the assimilation cycling,
updated hotspot detections from VIIRS and MODIS data are
added so that fires developing after the system’s initialization
are taken into account. A smoke variable is added to the set
of prognostic variables updated by the EnKF so that assimi-
lated data can update the characteristics of smoke without re-
lying on new hotspot information. For this configuration, the
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addition of smoke in the EnKF system does not make a large
difference since no observations highly correlated with smoke,
such as aerosol optical depth (AOD), are assimilated. However,
once these data are assimilated to the system, updates to smoke
during the cycling process will become much more important.

All ensemble members of WoFS-Smoke use a modified ver-
sion of the NSSL 2-moment scheme (Ziegler 1985; Mansell et al.
2010) that includes the variables present in the Thompson aerosol
aware cloud microphysics schemes (Thompson and Eidhammer
2014). These variables include ice nucleating, nonhygroscopic
dust number concentration and hygroscopic cloud droplet con-
centration from black carbon and sulfate aerosols, which are used
by both the cloud microphysics and radiation schemes. Their val-
ues are set using monthly climatological averages of aerosol con-
centrations from the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and
Transport (GOCART) model (Ginoux et al. 2001) and are not
directly linked to the wildfire smoke. However, smoke is directly
linked to the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for General Circu-
lation Models (RRTMG) radiation scheme with thicker smoke
plumes resulting in less solar radiation reaching the surface lead-
ing to secondary impacts to the surrounding environment. To
fully enable this effect in WoFS-Smoke, the RRTMG scheme
(also used by the HRRR) is used for all ensemble members.
WoFS-Smoke retains the multiple planetary boundary layer
(PBL) scheme configuration that uses either the Yonsei Uni-
versity (YSU), Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ), or the Mellor–
Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino (MYNN; Hong et al. 2006; Janjić
1994; Nakanishi and Niino 2006) schemes for one-third of all
members.

Only conventional, radar reflectivity, and radial velocity ob-
servations are assimilated in the experiments conducted for
this research. See Wheatley et al. (2015) and Skinner et al.
(2018) for more details on the radar observation processing
characteristics. As stated previously, radar data associated
with lofted debris are not assimilated. One small change from
the baseline system is that velocity data are processed at a
higher grid spacing (3 versus 5 km) (Kerr et al. 2021). No sat-
ellite observations are assimilated in these experiments, but
the capability to assimilate these data remains in place.

Three wildfire cases occurring in the summer and fall of 2020
are selected to evaluate the performance and capabilities of
WoFS-Smoke. WoFS-Smoke is initialized at 1500 UTC for all
cases and continuously cycled until 0100 UTC. The 0–3-h fore-
casts for the first 18 ensemble members are initiated at 1900 UTC
and at hourly intervals thereafter. Ensemble mean and probabilis-
tic forecasts of smoke aerosol concentrations are then calculated
for evaluation. For the 14 October case, the smoke plume covers
an area that includes several Automated Surface Observing Sys-
tem (ASOS) sites. A second set of forecasts are generated that
do not include smoke to allow for a quantitative assessment of
the radiative impacts of smoke on the surface environment.

4. Examples

a. 16 June 2020: Bush fire

On 16 June 2020, several large wildfires were ongoing in
AZ with the largest located northeast of Phoenix, known as

the Bush fire (Fig. 1a; https://www.nifc.gov/). This fire origi-
nated on 13 June in the Tonto National Forecast and spread
rapidly through tall grasses in the dry conditions. Nearly
200 000 acres were burned before the fire was under control.
Another large wildfire was ongoing in northwestern AZ in
the Kaibab National Forest, known as the Mangum fire, that
began on June 8 and burned over 70 000 acres of land. The en-
vironmental flow carried large amounts of smoke and debris
from the fires’ origin downstream in a northeasterly direction.
Visible (0.47 mm) GOES-17 imagery at 2200 UTC shows the
smoke plumes associated with both major fires and their cor-
responding hotspot detections at this time (Fig. 2a). The
amount of smoke and its distance from the fire increases at later
times as shown in the 2330 and 0100 UTC images (Figs. 2b,c).
Smoke from the Mangum fire also drifts southeastward due to
changes in the midtropospheric wind direction and eventually
mixes with the plume from the Bush fire by 0100 UTC.

Maximum column MRMS radar reflectivity associated with
debris lofted into the atmosphere by each fire are calculated
for comparison with the satellite observations (Figs. 2d–f).
Precipitation returns have been filtered out for the most part
using the polarimetric variables though some ground clutter
does remain. Both fires are evident at 2200 UTC with debris
plumes extending northeast from their origin in excess of
100 km in the case of the Bush fire (Fig. 2d). The overall de-
bris plume characteristics do not change much over the fol-
lowing 3 h except that reflectivity associated with the Bush
fire increases somewhat by 0100 UTC (Fig. 2f). The location
and orientation of the debris plumes is consistent with the sat-
ellite observations except that the debris plume is not detect-
able as far downstream, as expected. Corresponding debris
heights derived from radar data show all fires loft debris over
5 km above sea level (.3 km above the surface), with heights
slowly decreasing as a function of distance from the fire origin
(Figs. 2g–i). Debris height from MRMS data is defined as the
highest level where reflectivity is greater than 25 dBZ at a
particular location.

To assess the potential of the WoFS-Smoke at analyzing
and forecasting smoke generated from these fires, a 3-h
WoFS-Smoke forecast initiated at 2200 UTC is analyzed. Hot-
spot retrievals from VIIRS and MODIS instruments have
been ingested into the system at 1900, 2000, and 2100 UTC, so
forecasts initiated at 2200 UTC should contain large amounts
of smoke. Figure 3 shows 0-, 90-, and 180-min (0, 1.5, 3 h) fore-
casts of ensemble mean total column smoke along with the
corresponding maximum forecast aerosol height, defined as
the highest model layer where smoke . 0.1 mg kg21. Large
smoke plumes generated from several fires are clearly evident
at 2200 UTC. As forecast time increases, the northeastward
extent of the smoke plume increases, generally matching ob-
servations (Figs. 3a–c). The coverage of large vertically inte-
grated smoke concentration values (smoke . 100 mg m22)
somewhat exceeds the smoke plumes evident from visible sat-
ellite data and AOD retrievals. Smoke aerosol heights differ
significantly from fire to fire with the Bush fire generating
smoke up to 7 km (MSL) while forecast smoke from the Man-
gum fire reaches in excess of 9 km (Figs. 3d–f). For all fires,
the heights of the smoke plumes increase as a function of
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forecast time. Other areas of upper level aerosols also exist in
western New Mexico (NM) and southern CO and are associ-
ated with fires occurring prior to the WoFS-Smoke cycling
period.

Using an ensemble approach provides the opportunity for
probabilistic forecasts of smoke plume extent and intensity. The
probability of total column smoke greater than 50 mg m22 at
the analysis time, and 90-, and 180-min forecasts thereafter, is

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) GOES-17 visible (0.47 mm) imagery at 2200, 2330, and 0100 UTC 16–17 Jun 2020. Corresponding “hotspot” detections
from GOES-16 at these times are also provided with colors representing their retrieved temperature and their size as a representation of
their coverage. The size of the dots does not directly represent the actual fire size but is plotted to show the locations of smaller vs larger
detections. (d)–(f) Maximum column MRMS reflectivity for nonprecipitation returns at the same times. (g)–(i) The corresponding maxi-
mum debris heights are shown. MRMS debris height represents the highest level where reflectivity is greater than 25 dBZ. The diagonal
line on the reflectivity plots represents the cross-section location used in Fig. 4 below.
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FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Ensemble mean vertically integrated PM2.5 (smoke) forecasts fromWoFS-smoke initialized at 2200 UTC for 0-, 90-, and
180-min forecast times. (d)–(f) Maximum smoke aerosol height defined as the maximum level where smoke is greater than 0.1 mg kg21.
Note that the coverage of aerosols appears larger on the height plots since the relatively small total column values for thin layers of smoke
do not appear on the top row of plots so the color scale can emphasize smoke plume characteristics. (g)–(i) The probability of vertically in-
tegrated PM2.5 (smoke). 50 mg m22 contours at 10% (blue), 50% (green), and 90% (red) overlaid onGOES-17 visible imagery valid at
each forecast time. Also overlaid in pink is the area where the standard deviation of vertically integrated smoke over each ensemble mem-
ber for the same forecast times is.200 mg m22. Black dots indicate the locations of model analyzed hotspots at 2200 UTC.
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compared against visible observations valid at those times
(Figs. 3g–i). High probabilities (.90%) increase as a function
of time northeastward consistent with the ensemble mean
forecasts and observations. There is little ensemble spread in
the spatial extent of smoke . 50 mg m22 for the more intense
fires, but somewhat greater spread from the smaller fires. For
these fires, variations in the initialization of observed hotspot
retrievals make a larger impact and low-level changes in wind
speed and direction also become more relevant. While the
spatial ensemble spread is generally low, much larger varia-
tions in smoke concentrations are evident. To visualize this,
the standard deviation of forecast total smoke concentra-
tion from each ensemble member is calculated at each
forecast time and values greater than 200 mg m22 are over-
laid on Figs. 3g and 3i. Standard deviation values exceed
200 mg m22 for the two strongest fires near their origin at
the analysis time. The degree of spread increases down-
stream as forecast time increases. Note that there is minimal
spread in forecast smoke aerosol concentrations associated
with the upper level smoke in western NM and southern CO.
Since much of this smoke is not being generated by the Bush
or Mangum fires, there is little potential for spread to occur in
the forecast. When comparing smoke forecasts with those of
severe weather, the overall spread is generally lower. The

spread is driven by the mid- to upper level environmental
winds, which are similar from member to member for this
case. The movement of fires over the time span being forecast
here is small, limiting temporal spread in the forecast smoke
plume.

Further verification of WoFS-Smoke forecasts can be per-
formed by comparing vertical cross-sections of forecast smoke
with vertical cross sections of radar reflectivity along the same
path. While it is understood that this is not a true “apples to
apples” comparison, it does give insight into whether or not
the vertical profile of forecast smoke is realistic. Figure 4
shows vertical cross sections of MRMS reflectivity corre-
sponding to the lines plotted in Figs. 2d–f at 2200, 2330, and
0100 UTC. Maximum debris injection heights occur near the
origin; however, they remain evident at least 2 km above the
surface over 100 km downstream. Corresponding WoFS-
Smoke ensemble mean cross sections of smoke show a similar
spatial pattern, but with several important differences. The
forecast smoke plumes generally extend ∼1 km higher into
the atmosphere than the observed debris, which is consistent
with the smaller lighter particles being forecast. The maxi-
mum smoke height remains relatively constant at later fore-
cast times, with a smaller drop-off as smoke particles remain
in atmosphere longer.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Vertical cross sections of MRMS radar reflectivity of the Bush fire debris plume at 2200, 2330, and 0100 UTC 16–17 Jun
2020. Cross sections are computed along the lines shown in Fig. 3. Height is provided in kilometers above sea level and ground elevation
is shaded in gray. The corresponding ensemble mean smoke cross-section (d) analysis and (e),(f) forecasts computed along the same
paths.
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One important difference is the increase in reflectivity at
0100 UTC does not correspond to an increase in forecast
smoke. The overall decreasing magnitude of smoke at later
forecast times is in part a reflection of increasing ensemble
spread, but most members at this time do show a decrease in
forecast smoke concentrations (not shown). Recall that
GOES-17 hotspot retrievals associated with the Bush fire in-
dicate a growing fire between 2000 and 0000 UTC (Fig. 1a).
This growth trend is not fully taken into account by the sys-
tem; thus, the size and intensity of the fire cannot increase
once the forecast is initiated. As a result, WoFS-Smoke likely
under-forecasts the amount of smoke in the atmosphere at
later forecast times.

b. 15 August 2020: Loyalton fire

On 14 August a large fire, known as the Loyalton fire, origi-
nated in eastern CA from a lightning strike in the Tahoe Na-
tional Forest, which grew significantly in size on 15 August
eventually burning 50 000 acres of tall grass and timber
(Fig. 1b). While this fire was not as large as many others

during this summer, it was unusual in that pyroCb initiated by
the fire went on to spawn at least three tornadoes between
2130 and 2241 UTC, 2 of which were rated EF1 (https://www.
ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/). This was the first known instance
of a tornado warning issued for tornado that formed under
these conditions in pyroCb (http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/
wx/afos/p.php?pil=TORREV&e=202008152135).

GOES-17 visible imagery at 2200 UTC and hotspot detec-
tions indicates the location of this fire as well as its associated
smoke plume, which advects downstream in a northerly and
northeasterly direction (Fig. 5a). The fire size, intensity, and
coverage of this smoke plume is generally lower than those
observed for the AZ case (Table 1). Smoke plumes increase
in size and thickness as a function of time with smoke generated
by the Loyalton fire present across all of northern Nevada (NV)
by 0100 UTC (Figs. 5b,c). MRMS radar reflectivity observations
at 2200 UTC indicate substantial amounts of debris being lofted
into the atmosphere near the fire’s origin (.25 dBZ) with lower
concentrations detectable over 50 km downstream (Fig. 5d).
The amount of lofted debris decreases as a function of time and

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but for 2200, 2330, and 0100 UTC 15–16 Aug 2020 and fromGOES-17. Note that the fire in northwestern CA was not
detected by available radar observations.
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is barely evident from radar data at 0100 UTC (Fig. 5f). This
strongly indicates the weakening of the fire near its origin dur-
ing this period, which is consistent with the rapid decrease in
GOES-17 FRP after 2300 UTC (Fig. 1b). Corresponding de-
bris plume heights reach in excess of 10 km above sea level
(.8 km above the surface) indicating strong updrafts are
present, which are necessary to loft debris to these altitudes
(Figs. 5g–i). Recall that the overall FRP intensity is less than
observed for the other two cases, but that the SNPP retrieved
very high values at 2115 UTC (Table 1). The high values at
2115 UTC may be in response to intense small scale fire fea-
tures not resolvable from GOES data, but which contribute to
the intense updrafts present at 2200 UTC. The amount of de-
bris in the atmosphere decreases as a function of time though
some remains present in the atmosphere well above the sur-
face at 0100 UTC. The development of pyroCb also intro-
duced liquid and ice hydrometeors into the atmosphere, which
are also detectable from radar. However, analysis of the polar-
imetric variables indicated that the primary source of radar
returns are the debris (not shown).

Since WoFS-Smoke currently lacks full coupling between
smoke aerosols and the cloud microphysics scheme, it is un-
able to create pyroCb. At 2200 UTC, a relatively small area
of smoke extends northeast of the Loyalton fire, which grows
in size and smoke aerosol concentration at later forecast times
(Figs. 6a–c). The overall shape and extent of the forecast
smoke plume is consistent with the satellite observations in
Fig. 5. Smoke generated from the Loyalton fire is forecast to
extend over 10 km above sea level with the height generally
increasing as a function of time (Figs. 6d–f). A large area of
upper-level smoke is also forecast in NV, which is left over
from fires occurring during the previous days. The spatial en-
semble spread in smoke forecasts is relatively small, but both
the northeastward and later eastward transport of the smoke
are well forecast during this period (Figs. 6g–i). Greater
spread again exists in the forecast intensity of the smoke
plume at later forecast times.

Comparing observed radar reflectivity and forecast smoke
concentrations during this period reveals several substantial
differences between the two. At 2200 UTC, radar observations

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for 2200, 2330, and 0100 UTC 15–16 Aug 2020.
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indicate detectable debris being lofted over 12 km MSL
(∼10 km AGL) with reflectivity values in excess of 20-dBZ
indicating large debris concentrations aloft (Fig. 7). Prior re-
flectivity values at 2100 UTC were even greater (.40 dBZ,
not shown). Observed reflectivity is already decreasing in
height and intensity by 2200 UTC and becomes quite low by
0100 UTC. This strongly indicates the fire has weakened sig-
nificantly by this time and is generating much less lofted de-
bris. Recall that the number of GOES-17 hotspot detections
also decreases rapidly after 2300 UTC. WoFS-Smoke fore-
casts along the same cross section paint a somewhat differ-
ent picture. At 2200 UTC, overall smoke concentrations
near the fire are quite low compared to the amount of debris
in the air (Figs. 7a,d). By 2330 UTC, forecast smoke concen-
trations have increased considerably with a plume extending
well downstream of the fire. The radar data indicates falling
debris over this region while smoke remains consolidated
much higher in the atmosphere (Figs. 7b,c). This pattern
continues to 0100 UTC when mostly low-level debris remains,
but upper-level aerosols remain. Note that WoFS-Smoke is still
generating large amounts of smoke at 0100 UTC despite the
strong evidence from both satellite and radar data that the
fire is weakening. Given that the model assumes a persis-
tence approach to the future intensity of the fire, over fore-
casting of smoke associated with a weakening fire would be
expected.

The general lack of smoke in the 2200 UTC analysis indi-
cates that WoFS-Smoke is not fully initializing the fire. Few
hotspot retrievals exist in VIIRS and MODIS data prior to
2100 UTC due to a combination of clouds interfering with the
retrievals and the small size of the fire (Fig. 1b). Only the
SNPP overpass at ∼2115 UTC generates more than a few
retrievals. These data are ingested into WoFS-Smoke at
2200 UTC, so smoke generated from the fire prior to this
time is under forecast. More frequent ingesting of hotspot
retrievals would be required to properly “spin up” small,
rapidly fires such as the one described here. This case repre-
sents an example of where assimilating GOES-17 hotspot re-
trievals prior to 2200 UTC could improve the overall forecast.

c. 14 October 2020: Cameron Peak and east
troublesome fires

Several large wildfires occurred between August and October
2020 in northern CO. One was a wildfire that started in the
Medicine Bow Mountains west of Fort Collins on 13 August
burning conifer trees and generating very large amounts of
smoke throughout the period. The fire varied in intensity and
coverage during this period, but was very intense on 14 October
with many hotspot retrievals being made from multiple satel-
lites (Fig. 1c). On this day, the fire lofted large amounts of
smoke aerosols and debris deep into the atmosphere and at
times generated pyroCu clouds that reached up to 12 km above

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, but for MRMS radar reflectivity and WoFS-smoke forecasts initialized at 2200 UTC 15 Aug 2020.
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the surface. Another large wildfire originated in northern CO
on 14 October northeast of Kremmling, CO, and was known
as the East Troublesome fire. The location of this fire is only
∼50 km south of the Cameron Peak fire. At 2100 UTC, a
large smoke plume is evident emanating primarily from the
Cameron Peak fire and is spreading eastward into Kansas
and Nebraska (Fig. 8a). It continues to increase in size during
the following 3 h (Figs. 8a–c). Corresponding radar observa-
tions show a well-defined debris plume extending from the
fire into eastern CO (Figs. 8d–f). Reflectivity values in excess
of 20 dBZ are evident nearly 200 km downstream of the fire
at 2000 and 2300 UTC indicating substantial amounts of de-
bris being lofted into the atmosphere. Corresponding maxi-
mum debris heights are somewhat difficult to discern due to
radar coverage, but are in excess of 6 km above sea level in a
large portion of the plume (Figs. 8g–i). Values up to 10 km
near the areas of maximum reflectivity values are also ob-
served (Figs. 8g–i).

Smoke forecasts initialized at 2000 UTC show a north-
west–southeast smoke plume originating from the Cameron
Peak fire that increases substantially in size as forecast time

increases (Figs. 9a–c). By 2000 UTC, hotspot retrievals from
four different overpasses have been ingested into the system.
Maximum smoke heights associated with these plumes extend
7 km above sea level over a large area (Figs. 9d–f). The smoke
height forecast plots also show the expansive coverage of
smoke in much of CO from fires during the previous days and
weeks. The overall spatial extent of the smoke plume does
not vary significantly from member to member, but the spread
in smoke concentrations is evident (Figs. 9g–i). The variations
in smoke concentrations are maximized near the origin of the
fire and decrease downstream. Little variation exists in smoke
aerosol concentrations not directly associated with this
smoke plume. Cross sections of radar reflectivity and forecast
smoke reveal several differences. At 2000 UTC, radar reflec-
tivity greater than 20 dBZ reaches up to 6 km above sea
level near the fire, decreasing to ∼4 km farther downstream
(Fig. 10a). The pattern is similar at later forecast times
(Figs. 10b,c). The maximum debris heights near the fire are
only 7–8 km, but reach 9 km farther downstream. This is a
result of the radar scan modes present at this time. The ra-
dar nearest the fire was operating in clear-air mode; thus, it

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 2, but for 2000, 2130, and 2300 UTC 14 Oct 2020.
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did not observe the upper portion of the debris plumes.
Forecast smoke during this period only extends up to
6.5 km; though remains aloft farther downstream as it is
slower to fall out of the atmosphere (Figs. 10d–f). Down-
stream smoke also increases with forecast time, which is
consistent with satellite observations (Fig. 8).

Large concentrations of smoke aerosols can have measur-
able impacts to the surrounding thermodynamic environment,
which can be forecasted using WoFS-Smoke through the link
between smoke aerosols and the radiation parameterization
scheme (RRTMG). The forecast 2-m temperature from an ex-
periment that include smoke (SMOKE) and one that does not
(CNTL) are compared to show this impact. Figure 11 shows en-
semble mean 2-m temperature at 2200 UTC and for 90 and
180-min forecasts thereafter for both experiments. Sustained
wind speed and direction at 10 m above the surface are also pro-
vided. In both experiments, a large pool of cool (,108C) air ex-
ists in the northern portion of the domain that is being

transported southward behind a cold front located in southern
CO. Comparing observed surface temperature from the ASOS
sites to the forecast temperature shows that the model has a
warm bias over much of this region. This bias is most evident in
CNTL near the origin of the fire (black circle) where two ASOS
sites are reporting 2-m temperatures over 58C cooler than the
forecast values at 2130 and 2300 UTC (Figs. 10b,c). However,
the forecast temperature from SMOKE at these times is sub-
stantially cooler (Figs. 10e,f). The difference between 2-m tem-
perature for these experiments (SMOKE-CNTL) shows a broad
area of cooling at the surface in SMOKE associated with the
smoke plume (Figs. 10g–i). The area of this cooling increases as
a function of forecast time and is maximized near the fire’s ori-
gin where smoke aerosol concentrations are greatest. For this
case, the addition of smoke aerosols to WoFS cools forecasts of
surface temperature more than 58C in areas where total column
smoke is greater than 500 mg m22. Bias (ASOS 2 model) and
root-mean-square error (RMSE) for 2-m temperature in this

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 3, but for 2000, 2130, and 2300 UTC 14 Oct 2020. The artifacts in the radar heights values are a result of debris being
detectable above the highest radar scan elevation at a particular location.
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domain are also calculated at 5-min intervals for the 3-h forecast
initiated at 2000 UTC (Fig. 12). The domain encompasses
20 ASOS sites that report observations during this period. Both
experiments have a warm bias, but SMOKE reduces this bias by
∼0.58C. Corresponding RMSE is reduced by nearly 1.08C. The
statistics are calculated individually for each member and the
error bars in Fig. 12 indicate the standard deviation of bias and
RMSE calculated over all 18 forecast members at a particular
time. For RMSE in particular, the differences in the mean error
generally lie outside the ensemble spread.

5. Conclusions

The goal of this work was to create a rapid cycling, en-
semble data assimilation and forecasting system for smoke
aerosols (PM2.5) generated from wildfires. To accomplish
this goal, the existing WoFS, which was designed to gener-
ate short-term severe weather forecasts, is extended to also
generate forecasts of smoke. This was accomplished by in-
gesting FRP retrievals from polar orbiting satellites using
techniques developed for the HRRR-Smoke system. The re-
sulting WoFS-Smoke generated reasonably accurate short-
range forecasts of smoke coverage for three wildfire cases.
Forecast smoke was broadly consistent with satellite-based
aerosol observations, but important differences were apparent.
In both the 16 June and 14 October cases, 0–3-h probabilistic

analyses and forecasts of vertically integrated smoke plumes
matched well with observations. However, the amount of
smoke generated by the Loyalton fire was significantly under
analyzed. Only ingesting polar orbiting data resulted most of
the simulated smoke concentrations being generated from a
single overpass at 2115 UTC. As with severe weather forecast-
ing, multiple inputs over a period of time are required to accu-
rately spin up a feature within the system. As a result, existing
smoke associated with this fire is not fully analyzed. Despite
the analyzed smoke being underforecast, the 3-h forecast of
smoke for this case was substantially over forecast. Both satel-
lite and radar data indicate a very intense fire at ∼2200 UTC,
but the same data also show it weakening quickly thereafter.
Since WoFS-Smoke assumes the fire intensity changes little
during this time period, it does not take into account the rapid
weakening of the fire after 2300 UTC.

Comparisons between forecast maximum aerosol heights
and the observed maximum debris height from radar data
provide insight into the accuracy of the vertical distribution of
forecast smoke. For 2 cases, radar debris heights were lower
than maximum aerosol heights, which would be expected as
radar detectable debris should fall out of the atmosphere
much faster than smoke aerosols. For the Loyalton fire in CA
and the fires in CO, radar observed debris is present higher in
the atmosphere than forecast smoke indicating that WoFS-
Smoke still has room for improvement. Finally, verification of

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 4, but for MRMS radar reflectivity and WoFS-smoke forecasts initialized at 2000 UTC 14 Oct 2020.
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surface temperature forecasts for the 14 October case reveals
that including smoke in the forecast model reduces tempera-
ture bias and error in areas where thick smoke was evident.
This improvement remained consistent throughout the entire
3-h forecast period.

There remains much room for improvement to the proto-
type data assimilation and forecasting system outlined here.
Most importantly, high temporal resolution FRP retrievals
are not yet being ingested. The results from these example
cases indicated several examples when ingesting these data
more frequently as well as including short term trend informa-
tion would likely improve the short-term smoke forecasts.
Another limitation is the lack of ensemble spread in the spa-
tial distribution of thick smoke. Since these wildfires are
mostly fixed sources of smoke for the spatial and temporal
resolution studied here, smoke is continuously injected into
the atmosphere at that location. This often occurs in envi-
ronments where there is low spread in the forecast wind
fields, limiting the differences in the spatial extent of smoke

downstream. The uncertainties added to the FRP retrievals
and smoke initial conditions did add significant ensemble
spread in the amount of smoke forecast, but for the large
fires, these variations are generally contained within the
same spatial area. Finally, there is the lack of coupling be-
tween fire heat, smoke aerosols, and cloud microphysics. In
many strong wildfire cases including those shown here, the
development of pyroCu is common. The current system
does not increase CCN within the smoke plume, which
might lead to the formation of liquid and ice hydrometeors.
Also, updrafts produced by extreme heat are not analyzed,
further limiting potential cloud development within the
model. Ideally, these would all be interlinked, which would
significantly improve the overall forecast especially in cases
like the Loyalton fire. Many additional upgrades to WoFS-
Smoke are planned and include an AOD assimilation capa-
bility, ingesting current and future GOES-R satellite FRP
retrievals, and improved links between wildfire characteris-
tics and the surrounding environment.

FIG. 11. Forecast ensemble mean 2-m temperature for 0-, 90-, and 180-min forecasts initiated at 2000 UTC 14 Oct for the (a)–(c) CNTL
and (d)–(f) SMOKE experiments. Dots indicate location and temperature value for each ASOS site in the domain. Wind speed and direc-
tion at 10 m above the surface is also provided, with short barbs indicating 5 m s21 and long barbs indicating 10 m s21. (g)–(i) The ensem-
ble mean difference in 2-m temperature (SMOKE2 CNTL) at each forecast time.
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